HP DEVICE RECOVERY SERVICE

Simple. Secure. Sustainable.
Repurpose or recycle end-of-use IT devices from 				
any vendor using HP Device Recovery Service.

Unload unused tech with
HP Device Recovery Service
Is your IT service provider’s warehouse overrun by
your depreciating end-of-life IT assets, and they don’t
know what to do with them? Do your work-from-home
and on-the-go employees have old devices lying
around collecting dust and posing a security risk?
Retire devices securely and sustainably—and also
fund future upgrades by extracting value from those
existing investments.

HP Device Recovery Service takes old PCs
and other devices off your hands, easily
and efficiently. The service includes:
Industry-compliant secure data wipe 		
or device destruction

Environmentally conscious recycling

Recovery of residual value in
returned devices

See how HP can help reduce the hassle of
handling your end-of-use IT equipment.

Recycle devices sustainably
We’re committed to reducing e-waste, carbon
emissions, and energy consumption—and we know
you are, too. You can reduce your organization’s
environmental impact when you return your devices to
HP for restoration, reuse, or responsible recycling.
When our products reach end-of-use status, 		
our regulation-compliant programs support
responsible collection and processing to recover
as much material as possible—reducing negative
effects on ecosystems and human health.
HP contributes to a circular economy by actively
growing the supply chain and market for recycled
materials, as well as by empowering communities with
a better quality of life and more economic opportunity.
Each year, we’ll share our Sustainability Benefit
and Circular Economy reports that detail the
environmental benefits reaped from the 		
devices we recover.

Make IT refreshes more
affordable
Turn something old into something new again when
you fund future refreshes using value from your past
purchases. If your retired devices find new careers
through restoration and remarketing, we can help you
recover residual value from those returned devices—
even if they’re from other vendors.
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We evaluate fair market value and give you a quote
on your returned HP and non-HP devices based on
hardware features, condition, and location. If the
devices are too old to be remarketed, we responsibly
recycle them. If you have newer devices that still have
value, we apply the value toward your purchase of new
HP devices, making IT refreshes for your blended
workforce more affordable.
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Retire old devices securely
and conveniently
When you recycle tech, you need to be confident
that your organization’s data doesn’t fall into 		
the wrong hands.
Rest assured: Our data-security experts will render
all data on your devices unreadable, using industrystandard erasure or media-destruction processes.
And they can perform these processes either 		
on your premises or off-site.
If you don’t want to deal with sending devices to HP,
we can take care of the logistics—conveniently
packing and shipping devices for you from your
designated location.
We track your returned assets throughout the
process. And we send you a Certificate of Data
Sanitization when we’re finished, which helps 		
you meet data-compliance requirements.
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HP Device Recovery Service
Simple, secure, and sustainable device repurposing that pays you back
It’s time to clear out the end-of-use devices that clutter your IT storage room and your employees’ home offices. 		
Our expert repurposing and recycling services help you both reduce your carbon footprint and recoup money tied
up in outdated devices. That’s a win for your business, your employees, and the environment, too.

Learn more about securely recovering, repurposing, or recycling your end-of-use IT devices anywhere
at hp.com/device-recovery or request a quote at ITAD@hp.com.
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LEARN MORE AT HP.COM/DEVICE-RECOVERY
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The purchase of new HP devices is a prerequisite for non-HP branded devices.
Fair market value is assessed based on device age and condition. Not all devices may have any residual value. If not, they will be responsibly recycled.
Quote is subject to physical product evaluation upon receipt by HP.
Service levels and response times for HP Recovery Service may vary depending on your geographic location. Service starts on the date of hardware purchase.
Restrictions and limitations apply. For details, visit www.hp.com/device-recovery

HP Services are governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service provided or indicated to the Customer at the time of purchase. The Customer may
have additional statutory rights according to applicable local laws, and such rights are not in any way affected by the HP terms and conditions of service or the HP
Limited Warranty provided with an HP product.
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